Hey Lil Sis,

I got the NGR verses you transcribed. You said that you went over the word limit when you tried to transcribe all pages in one realm? What is the word limit?*

Yeah, so, I do need you on the transcriptions again. I'll be putting together an NGR Verses issue around July (as Volume 2 of the NGR Series) and need all of the verses ready, and transcribed in a uniformed format. You set that format standard when you did this first NGR Verses last year, while I don't want you to necessarily reformat all of the other NGR Verses Chapters already posted & transcribed, there's one specific detail I'd like you to line up, for example, below:

(1) Twelve Hour Voyage: Eric Gardner
(TITLE) (NAME)

(5) Michael Stewart: Open Doors
(NAME) (TITLE)

In the first NGR Verses (1) the title of the verse is before the name, whereas in NGR Verses Chapter (5) it's the name before title.

I think it should be title of verse (first), and then the name — to whom the verse is dedicated, you think so?

Now, I realize that XYZ5ST may've written that way, so you may not be able to re-arrange the transcription. If not, let me know and I'll re-post it for you to transcribe.

Also, notice that when you compare NGR Verses to the subsequent chapters (like Chapter 5), there's a spacing that should be between the title / name of the verse and where the body of the verse begins. Can you fix that too?

Basically, I want you to attend to all of the NGR Verses Chapters posts, over the next 4 months before the August printrun deadline for the Zine. Take your time though.
You've already transcribed all of our NGR verses... except for Chapter 3 — Julia did that one. And, another NGR verses released post titled: "The Engrudden," posted in October of last year. That might be Julia also. Anyways, you'll want to find everything "Verses Related" and do your thing. If/when I send anymore NGR verses, I'll tap you w/ a reply from here or any one of our other NGR Verses posts at the same time and let you know. Okay? 😊

Good lookin', sis...

P.S. NGR Vol. 2 (Correction - I just checked my post log) was transcribed by: Zuzus Petals (?)

On a more personal note, I've been meaning to get to you and let you know that you've been approved to visit. I'll send you the notice (that they send to inform "me") in the mail. Just so you have that document on hand. And I'll be drop @ you soon. Later...

Lionell